
Avatar 571 

Chapter 571 - Dungeon Clear or Wipe Out? 

“The situation is pretty good?” Even though Happy Sheep sounded happy, he felt uneasy. He held the 

same feelings as Wolf Head: if the situation was good, why were people coming out wave after wave? 

“Yeah, it’s very good!” Two of the players affirmed: “In the beginning, everyone was a bit new to the 

boss, but after a few times, we figured it out. That guy warns us very promptly. As long as we follow his 

orders, we’ll definitely clear the dungeon.” 

These words made Happy Sheep red in the face. In the end, he asked: “Then what’s up with you two?” 

“It’s hard to avoid accidents from happening......” The two people’s faces also turned red. 

“I see, I see.” Happy Sheep expressed his understanding. After all, this was the final boss of a hundred 

player dungeon. It was their first time fighting the final boss too, so it would have been very strange if 

no one died. After gaining a grasp of the situation, Happy Sheep straightened up and turned to look at 

Wolf Head: “Waiting is good. In a bit, you’ll see some equipment that you’ve never seen before.” 

“Enough, Old Sheep. Stop dreaming. You’ve bragged long enough. Look at the time. You’ve already 

reached the final boss? I didn’t even know that your team had the strength to challenge the dungeon 

record.” Wolf Head spoke with disdain. He felt like Happy Sheep’s lies were too clumsy. 

“Dungeon record?” Happy Sheep stared blankly. 

This phrase sounded very unfamiliar to him, because for teams who were still trying to clear Tomb in the 

Sky, setting a dungeon record and passing the dungeon were two entirely different things. When he 

heard Wolf Head’s words, Happy Sheep suddenly woke up with a start. He checked the time and then 

checked the dungeon record rankings. 

His teammate was faster though and had already finished checking. He sighed in regret: “It’s already too 

late!” 

At this moment, Happy Sheep looked at the dungeon record rankings. He estimated their start time and 

confirmed that they wouldn’t be able to beat it this time around. However, they had already gotten to 

the final boss, so they were relatively close to the record! This was quite impressive already! It had to be 

known that compared to the elite teams of top guilds, which had beaten this dungeon long ago, their 

teams weren’t on the same level. Even so, they were still able to achieve such a fast time. If everyone 

had their equipment upgraded by a level, would they have been able to beat the dungeon record? 

Happy Sheep was a bit disappointed for a moment. Even though he was the team captain for a branch of 

a top guild like Tyrannical Ambition, he had never thought that he would ever have the chance to even 

get close to a dungeon record. Whether it was based on skill or equipment, their team was way too far 

off! Suddenly, he asked himself how this could have even happened. It was obvious! It was because of a 

single Knight: Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

This Knight, with completely garbage equipment, had actually raised their team’s strength by such a 

degree. If someone told Happy Sheep this was going to happen before the dungeon had started, even if 

that person beat him to death, he still wouldn’t believe it, but now reality was unfolding before his eyes. 



His team instantly became so exceptional. If this transformation wasn’t because of Unrivaled Super 

Hottie, what other reason could it be? 

Happy Sheep had a heap of thoughts in his head. On one hand, he felt happy to have this kind of expert 

help him. On the other hand, he understood that this expert wasn’t considered a part of their team. 

Suddenly, he thought of the order that the guild leader had given him. He couldn’t say Unrivaled Super 

Hottie was trash and then secretly keep him in the team. His lie would be seen through too easily. 

In the end, he would need to report Unrivaled Super Hottie’s strength to the guild leader. With the 

performance that Unrivaled Super Hottie had given, there was no way the guild would let him stay in 

Happy Sheep’s team. Even the branch guild’s main team might not be enough! He would probably 

directly join the main team! As for his garbage equipment, if he were chosen to join the main guild’s 

main team, equipment wouldn’t be an issue. With the main guild’s strength, getting stronger equipment 

for a tank was something that could be done within minutes. 

Happy Sheep thought about this and that. In the blink of an eye, countless thoughts floated around in 

his head. He could only feel depressed. In the beginning, he had looked down on Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

After realizing his value, he knew that this would be the only time he would have this experience. At this 

moment, Happy Sheep had even forgotten to argue with Wolf Head. 

“I thought so. You actually thought you could challenge the dungeon record? Could you stop it with your 

act!” Wolf Head started heating things up. 

“Act? This truly is our dungeon time. You’ll see if I’m acting soon.” Happy Sheep regained his composure 

and immediately retorted. Compared to before, his voice sounded much more resolute. After 

understanding Unrivaled Super Hottie’s value, Happy Sheep felt confident that clearing Tomb in the Sky 

today wouldn’t be a problem. 

“Ha ha ha, you won’t even admit your lies! Did you not plan out your bragging? Let this brother count 

how many holes you have in your lie.” Wolf Head said, “First, how long has it been since you started the 

dungeon? And you’re saying that you’ve already reached the final boss? Old Sheep, do you think it’s my 

first time running Tomb in the Sky?” 

“Second, Tomb in the Sky’s hardest boss is the ninth one. You actually claimed that no one died there, 

and yet so many have already died on the final boss. How do you expect me to believe that?” 

“Ha ha, it’s up to you whether or not you want to believe me. At least, while your team got wiped out, 

the majority of my team are still fighting in the dungeon.” Happy Sheep said. 

“Ha ha, today my team didn’t do so well. I’ll admit it, but your childish lies as attempts to make me 

jealous are too outlandish, no?” Wolf Head said. 

“Today, you really will be jealous. We’re about to clear the dungeon.” Happy Sheep didn’t care about 

the risk of not actually beating the final boss. Wolf Head’s words had gotten to him and he lost his 

patience. When he thought about how this incredible Knight wouldn’t be able to stay in his team, Happy 

Sheep only felt more terrible. 

“Oh really? Then I’ll wait. I’ll wait for you to make me jealous.” Wolf Head continued to look at him in 

disdain. 



Happy Sheep ignored him and waited with his teammates for the news. 

Second after second passed. Besides the two who had just died, no one else came out. Happy Sheep was 

naturally joyful. It meant the situation was under control. When Wolf Head saw no one from Happy 

Sheep’s team dying, he suddenly felt uneasy. He felt like his analysis was completely correct, but after 

hearing Happy Sheep talk about it with his teammates, why did it seem like Happy Sheep had some sort 

of expert help him today? 

But the problem was Wolf Head knew Happy Sheep’s skill. What type of expert could bring his team up 

by such a degree? Wolf Head couldn’t imagine it. He still felt like Happy Sheep was only doing well in this 

run, so he exaggerated a bit. How could he believe that his team really did make a breakthrough! 

After a while, players from other teams came out. Only a few were from Happy Sheep’s team. None of 

them brought bad news. All of them expressed how they died because they had been careless. The 

situation was stable. 

“Unrivaled Super Hottie said the crucial moment is when the boss starts going Berserk at 10% health. 

Once we pass that obstacle, there won’t be any more problems.” 

“What percentage was the boss’s health before you died?” 

“We were just about to get there when I died.” One person said. 

As soon as he finished, shua shua shua shua. Another ten players of different classes from Happy 

Sheep’s team came out. 

Happy Sheep suddenly felt his chest tighten. Naturally, Wolf Head laughed with glee: “Ha ha ha, what’s 

wrong? You couldn’t hold on? It seemed pretty peaceful before. Were you guys killing off the small 

mobs? Now it’s the boss? Are you finally at the ninth boss yet?” 

“What’s the situation?” Happy Sheep ignored Wolf Head and hastily asked the ten who had come out. 

“Enraged! How fierce!” The ten, who came out, replied. Before the Enraged stated, Unrivaled Super 

Hottie explained to them in detail what to watch out for, but as soon as the boss became Enraged, ten 

of them were unable to keep up and died. Because they died too quickly, they didn’t know about the 

situation afterwards. However, after their wave, no one else came out. It seemed like the situation was 

stable again. 

Happy Sheep wasn’t in the dungeon, but he was more nervous than anyone else. His right hand was 

drenched in sweat. 

“The team has to pass!” Happy Sheep prayed because he knew that after this run, there was no way 

Unrivaled Super Hottie would continue staying in Happy Sheep’s team. Without Unrivaled Super Hottie, 

their team would go back to the way it was before. They would probably be stuck on the ninth boss 

again. With Wolf Head acting so savagely today, he had to slap him back. If it returned to their previous 

competition, then no one knew who would beat the dungeon first! 

A few more players from Happy Sheep’s team died and came out. Happy Sheep immediately grabbed 

them to ask how the battle was going. These guys told him the team turned into a mess after the boss 

turned Enraged. They didn’t know what was going on inside. 



“Baa~~baa~~baa~~” Wolf Head saw Happy Sheep ignoring him and told his team to start making sheep 

sounds together to give Happy Sheep’s team some beautiful background noise. This was one of the 

many ways that they mocked Happy Sheep’s team. Their baa-ing was equivalent to chanting “Die die 

die!!” 

They shouted happily with smiles on their faces, when suddenly white light began to glow around the 

formation. A whole bunch of characters came out. Happy Sheep looked and saw that it was their 

players. 

Did they pass? Or was it... a team wipe? 

Chapter 572 - Who is this Person? 

After being nervous for so long, the moment of truth had arrived. Happy Sheep usually pounced on the 

incoming players immediately, but his nervousness stopped his brain from functioning properly. He 

didn’t ask. He asked himself a question: pass or fail? 

It was only an instant, but it felt like a long time. Happy Sheep was on edge. He wanted to ask, but was 

too afraid to ask at the same time. He hated how he couldn’t see the expressions of the people 

controlling their characters. 

At this moment, everyone walked out from the formation and saw their team captain. As if the lid to a 

pot of boiling water had been lifted, they erupted with excitement. 

“Did we clear it???” 

“We cleared it!!!” 

A brief exchange told them all the information they needed to know. Excitement filled Happy Sheep’s 

heart so much so that it poured out! 

“We actually cleared it?” Happy Sheep questioned whether or not he was in a dream. He snatched a 

person by the arm and asked for confirmation. 

“We really did pass! Captain, look!” The person speaking was the vice captain of the team. He allowed 

him to view the three pieces of equipment that had dropped from the final boss. A hundred player 

dungeon required the efforts of a hundred players. The rewards would obviously be much greater than 

the rewards from a smaller dungeon. In a smaller dungeon, it was very rare to get two Purple equipment 

in a single run, but in a hundred player dungeon, it would be a disappointment. What was two purple 

equipment? Three or four purple equipment was considered normal. The reward for the dungeon 

record for this dungeon were two pieces of orange equipment and three pieces of purple equipment! 

Currently, no one had touched the dungeon record in a long time. Even for a hundred player dungeon, 

orange equipment wasn’t easy to get. Even more so, two drops? The players thought the system had 

made a mistake! 

Getting two orange drops at the same time usually only happened for once a week wild bosses. 

Happy Sheep’s team had also gotten three purple equipment. Their luck wasn’t good, but it wasn’t bad 

either. For them, the final boss’ drops were secondary. They had finally beaten the dungeon that had 

plagued them for several weeks. That thrill of success was what made them happy. 



“Big Head, do you see it now? Ha ha ha ha!” Happy Sheep raised his eyebrows and laughed. He could 

finally share his joy with Wolf Head. Before, he had come across some accidents, which ruined his 

excitement. 

“Impossible!” Wolf Head saw the vibe of happiness coming from Happy Sheep’s team and felt extremely 

envious. No one wanted this type of joy more than the team captain. Even though Happy Sheep’s team 

really did look happy, Wolf Head refused to believe the truth. 

“With your strength, even if you cleared the dungeon, it couldn’t have been that fast!” Wolf Head 

denied. 

“Is it really that fast? It’s only okay, isn’t it?” Happy Sheep grinned. At this moment, he looked at the tie. 

They were still quite far from the dungeon record. Happy Sheep realized that he had looked down on 

the final boss too much. They had been pretty close to the record run, when they had arrived at the final 

boss, but once they began fighting the boss, the record run far outpaced them. Even so, for a first-time-

clearing team, this speed was already exceptional. It wasn’t a surprise that Wolf Head had a hard time 

believing it. If Happy Sheep had been in Wolf Head’s shoes, he wouldn’t have believed it either. 

However, reality was reality. After sharing his joy, Happy Sheep didn’t care if Wolf Head actually 

believed him or not. Only someone lacking in confidence would hastily try to convince a denier. The 

more he saw how angry Wolf Head was becoming, the better he felt. 

This was the truth! 

Whether or not Wolf Head believed him, these were the results! One couldn’t deny reality. 

“Look, look! Look at me!” Happy Sheep intentionally squabbled with Wolf Head. He didn’t hastily explain 

the truth to him. He took the boss drops and equipped the,... In Glory, equipment didn’t have class 

restrictions. It was just a question of whether or not the equipment suited the class. Happy Sheep acted 

like he was a model and ignored his status as a Cleric. He put on the three pieces of equipment and 

paraded proudly towards Wolf Head. 

“Impossible! Impossible!! Wolf Head mumbled to himself. He couldn’t help but turn to look at Happy 

Sheep and stare at his three new equips. 

“Ha ha ha, face reality, Big Head! Keep trying and maybe after ten more weeks or so, you’ll also get the 

chance to wear these equips. Okay, I’ve wasted enough of your time. You should hurry up and bring 

your team to regain the experience you lost. We’re going to need to celebrate here.” Happy Sheep said 

with glee. 

Wolf Head felt wronged! If they weren’t all from Tyrannical Ambition, he would have challenged him to 

a duel right here and now. He hatefully looked at Happy Sheep’s players, who were about to depart, but 

he felt powerless to argue with them, but then, his eyes suddenly lit up. 

“Wait!” Wolf Head used a Knight’s Charge to block Happy Sheep’s path. 

“What are you doing?” Happy Sheep wasn’t scared at all. 

“Who is he?” Wolf Head targeted Unrivaled Super Hottie’s head. 

“Who?” Happy Sheep immediately felt like he knew who Wolf Head was talking about, but he still asked. 



Wolf Head cursed inwardly. His team could see who he was targeting, but Happy Sheep wasn’t in the 

same team as him. How could he know who he was pointing at? 

As a result, Wolf Head personally walked up and stood beside Unrivaled Super Hottie and asked: “Who 

is this person?” 

“Why do you care?” Happy Sheep replied. 

“Ha ha ha ha, no wonder you guys suddenly broke through Tomb in the Sky! It’s because you got outside 

help! Hm, Knight? A tank? You really how know how to look. Where did you find such an expert? What 

incredible equipment!” Wolf Head felt like he had been enlightened and felt extremely excited, but after 

his words fell, everyone suddenly became quiet. It was so quiet, it was scary. Not just Happy Sheep’s 

team, not even Wolf Head’s team helped him. 

Wolf Head stared blankly, when he received a message from his own team. After looking more carefully 

at Unrivaled Super Hottie’s equipment, he suddenly felt stupid. 

He himself was a Knight. He didn’t need to look up the equipment online. He was very clear what type of 

equipment Unrivaled Super Hottie possessed. With that equipment, how could he have played the role 

of a tank in Tomb in the Sky? Wolf Head once again refused to believe it. 

“We don’t have the time to waste on you. We’re going!” Happy Sheep felt a bit weak. After all, the only 

reason they passed Tomb in the Sky was because of Unrivaled Super Hottie. It would truly be too 

embarrassing to say that they had done it all with their own strength. Today, even though they managed 

to clear the dungeon, next week would be different! Wolf Head’s words saying they had asked for 

outside help had given him a reminder. Unrivaled Super Hottie definitely wouldn’t be on their team for 

much longer, but if he could take this chance and get on his good side, maybe he could ask him for help 

when he needed him. That sounded like a good idea. 

Happy Sheep thought in his head. He didn’t have the heart to compete with Wolf Head. However, Wolf 

Head had been struck by a heavy blow today. He refused to give up, “You wait one moment. You’re not 

leaving until I understand how you somehow cleared Tomb in the Sky.” 

“A pass is a pass? What else needs to be said?” Happy Sheep said. 

“Stop bullsh*tting. If this situation isn’t made clear, our Wolf Team won’t be able to act arrogantly in 

front of your Happy Sheep team anymore. It’s better if we get to the bottom of this right now.” Wolf 

Head said. 

Happy Sheep didn’t think Wolf Sheep would actually say the truth. For a moment, he didn’t know how 

to respond. 

At this moment, Unrivaled Super Hottie spoke up: “Who is this person?” 

“From the fifth branch.” Happy Sheep helplessly introduced Wolf Head. 

“Ha ha, what a cute name!” Unrivaled Super Hottie laughed. 

‘What an arrogant name!” Wolf Sheep retorted. 

“It’s so-so!” 



“With your name, no one would be able to forget it. I’ve definitely never seen you in Happy Sheep’s 

team before.” Wolf Head said. 。 

Happy Sheep’s team looked up at the sky and let out a deep sigh. They couldn’t help but agree with 

Wolf Head. Unrivaled Super Hottie’s name was truly too eye-catching. 

“So what?” Unrivaled Super Hottie asked. 

“We have to get to the bottom of this! If Happy Sheep really did find outside help to clear this dungeon, 

then that means they didn’t do it with their own strength. Stop pretending in front of me.” Wolf Head 

said. 

“Oh, if you’re talking about me, I haven’t joined the guild yet, but I guess I count as a part of their 

team?” Unrivaled Super Hottie said. 

Happy Sheep was overjoyed and hastily added: “Of course you count. You definitely count. You must 

count.” 

“Hmph.” Wolf Head began to sneer, “After hearing what you said, I get it now. I wonder how many 

temporary members Happy Sheep’s team has today.” 

“What do you mean?” Happy Sheep said. 

“What does that mean?! Stop joking with me. You think that you can clear the dungeon now with just 

one helper? You probably found two or three teams, no? Or did you hide their equipment? At least that, 

right?” Wolf Head glared in disdain. 

“Hm? There are other experts on this team? I didn’t see any!” Unrivaled Super Hottie asked Happy 

Sheep. 

Happy Sheep didn’t know how to reply. Even though Unrivaled Super Hottie had proved Happy Sheep 

didn’t have any other outside help... what was he implying? For one of Tyrannical Ambition’s branch 

guilds, their hundred player team should have quite a few experts, no? Why did it sound like Unrivaled 

Super Hottie denied that there were any experts at all. 

“You’d better not tell me that this is the only new person and you beat the dungeon with him!” Wolf 

Head said. 

‘It’s the truth.” Happy Sheep didn’t back down. It really was the truth! 

“Really? Then do you have the guts to let this guy spar with me? Let me see whether or not he really is 

an expert.” Wolf Head suddenly challenged. 

Happy Sheep’s heart suddenly thumped. So he was waiting for this moment! He wanted to do a round 

of PvP for them to see! 

Chapter 573 - Natural Knight 

It wasn’t without reason that Wolf Head requested a challenge. Happy Sheep was also very clear on his 

reasons. 



If you looked at his character profile, you could clearly see that Wolf Head has fought a total of 50,000 

Arena matches with a win rate of 75.49%. 

These statistics were enough to show that Wolf Head was obsessed with PK! A 75% win rate was also 

quite impressive. No one on Happy Sheep’s team had such a record. 

Arena records were not hidden. Anyone could see them with a single click. Happy Sheep saw Wolf Head 

suddenly issue a challenge and immediately remembered that he hadn’t seen Unrivaled Super Hottie’s 

Arena record yet. 

But when he checked, he was very disappointed. Unrivaled Super Hottie had only played 2,000 matches 

with a win rate of 30%. Compared to Happy Sheep’s team, he would be placed dead last. After all, they 

were still members of a top guild like Tyrannical Ambition. 

A poor Arena record didn’t mean the players was a noob. There were many players who didn’t like PvP 

and only enjoyed PvE. Truthfully speaking, with Unrivaled Super Hottie’s display in the dungeon, Happy 

Sheep had a difficult time believing that this was his true Arena record. 

Even though PvP and PvE were different, there were similar aspects to them. Those who were good in 

one area wouldn’t be too far off in the other area. Even moreso, this was the Heavenly Domain! In order 

to enter the Heavenly Domain, the player needed to pass the Arena portion in the Heavenly Domain 

quest chain. To complete the Arena part, the player needed to beat a certain number of players. 

However, Unrivaled Super Hottie’s 34.25% win rate meant his character hadn’t tasted victory after 

entering the Heavenly Domain. Or perhaps this person had absolutely no interest in PvP? 

Happy Sheep tried to estimate Unrivaled Super Hottie’s chances. Compared to Wolf Head’s Arena 

record, the odds were way too unbalanced. Right when he was about to make an excuse, Unrivaled 

Super Hottie actually took the initiative to respond: “Spar? That sounds good! PvP is actually my strong 

point!” 

“Are you serious?” Happy Sheep blurted out after looking at Unrivaled Super Hottie’s win rate in the 

Arena. 

“With a name like mine, I can’t have any weaknesses.” Unrivaled Super Hottie replied in a modest tone, 

making everyone speechless. 

Happy Sheep didn’t know how to respond. Wolf Head had clearly looked at Unrivaled Super Hottie’s 

Arena record. This guy’s words and win rate were the complete opposite of each other. Along with this 

guy’s name, Wolf Head had already judged this person to be a megalomaniac. 

He didn’t poke any holes at the contradiction between Unrivaled Super Hottie’s words and Arena 

record. He simply laughed: “Then, how about we go for a round?” 

“No problem.”” Unrivaled Super Hottie immediately answered. 

“I have a problem!” Happy Sheep interrupted. Today, he had slapped Wolf Head’s face. He wasn’t about 

to give him a chance to bite back. Such an obvious risk had to be avoided. 

Even if Unrivaled Super Hottie had a reason for his disgusting win rate, Wolf Head’s Arena record wasn’t 

just for show. His win rate and total matches played clearly showed his skill. No one in Happy Sheep’s 



team would be an opponent to him. This was one of the reasons as to why Wolf Head had always been 

so arrogant in front of them. 

In the dungeon, the progress between the two teams were about the same, but in PvP, Wolf Head had 

the advantage. Thus, when comparing the two teams, Wolf Head’s team was slightly better, allowing 

Wolf Head to always feel satisfied. 

It hadn’t been easy delivering a heavy blow to Wolf Head. Happy Sheep didn’t want to give Wolf Head a 

chance to retaliate. 

“Do you have any problems?” Unrivaled Super Hottie and Wolf Head unexpectedly spoke in unison, 

causing Happy Sheep to turn and glare at Unrivaled Super Hottie. Unfortunately, the other side couldn’t 

see his glares. Happy Sheep wanted to shout at him, asking which side he was on. 

“You just came out of the dungeon and killed the boss, so you must be tired.” Happy Sheep said. 

“Not at all. It’s nothing much.” Unrivaled Super Hottie replied. 

Happy Sheep suddenly wanted to die, when Wolf Head laughed out loud: “This brother is so 

straightforward. Happy Sheep don’t be so disappointed. He was the one that said it himself. Those were 

all trivial matters. What I want to know is how a peerless expert, who sees those as trivial matters, will 

do against me. 

“You misunderstand me.” Unrivaled Super Hottie hastily said. 

“Leading a new team to beating the final boss in this hundred player dungeon was quite difficult. What I 

meant was sparring with you is a trivial matter.” Unrivaled Super Hottie corrected. 

“You...” 

“Didn’t I say before? PvP is my strong point.” Unrivaled Super Hottie said in a serious tone. 

With his character’s Arena record, it was quite hard to believe his claims , but there might be other 

special reasons for it. Seeing his extremely confident manner, Wolf Head immediately became alert: 

“This isn’t your account?” 

If this wasn’t his account, then of course this character’s Arena record wouldn’t represent his actual skill. 

“It’s my account.” Ye Xiu replied, “But I haven’t played on it in a long time and let my friend use it 

instead. He brought my Arena record way down. My real skill isn’t at this level.” 

Ye Xiu explained himself because he suddenly realized that he stood out way too much. He was 

supposed to be a spy. His background and strengths should be mostly consistent. If his background and 

strength were too different, it would be suspicious. 

“Ha ha ha ha, so it’s like that. Then, I’ll play with you for a bit.” Once Wolf Head heard his explanation, 

he immediately understood the situation. Unrivaled Super Hottie only had a total of 2000 matches 

played. Many of those matches were played by his friend, which meant he only could have played a 

maximum of 1000 matches. If he could get into the Heavenly Domain, his PvP skill shouldn’t be that bad, 

but the problem was that if one looked at it in the Heavenly Domain, those who could pass the Heavenly 

Domain Challenge were noobs in the Heavenly Domain. 



This guy was probably still looking at matters from the perspective of normal servers. He didn’t realize 

the terror of the Heavenly Domain! Wolf Head laughed inwardly. 

Happy Sheep had been hoping Unrivaled Super Hottie had some sort of mysterious solution. How could 

he have expected such an answer? He thought the same thing as Wolf Head and started to panic. When 

he saw how Wolf Head kept on pressing in this matter, he tried to stop him, but Unrivaled Super Hottie 

was faster: “Okay, should I find you a Cleric?” 

Happy Sheep looked up at the sky and let out a long sigh. This name truly represented him, but 

arrogance should have a limit right? 

“Bring a Cleric?” Wolf Head was slightly startled. Originally, he was about to lash out, but he suddenly 

had a change of thoughts and laughed: “Bring a Cleric? Two versus one?” 

“Sure!” Unrivaled Super Hottie exclaimed. 

“You’re pretty smart.” Wolf Head said. 

“You think so?” 

“If I bring a Cleric and I win. Then, there’s no way I can call that a victory, can I? He he, your request 

looks as if you’re taking a risk, but in reality, you’re putting yourself in an invincible position! Oh, that’s 

not right. You’ve definitely lost, so you’re putting your team in an unloseable situation. You really care 

about the team, don’t you!” Wolf Head said. 

Happy Sheep also stared blankly for a moment. He hadn’t thought of doing this, but if it was actually 

true, it was quite a good method. However, Wolf Head had seen through his plan. He probably wouldn’t 

accept it now, would he?” 

“You’re always misunderstanding me. I’m saying the truth.” Unrivaled Super Hottie was helpless. 

“Ha ha ha, don’t count on me being fooled. I’m going up alone.” Wolf Head said. 

“Your stats were reduced because you just died. Why don’t you get your experience back first?” 

“You want to stall for time?” Wolf Head sneered. 

“......” 

“No need. Let’s go back to the city!” Wolf Head said proudly. He became inspired after hearing the other 

side requesting a two versus one. His stats were reduced. With this disadvantage, if he beat the 

opponent, wouldn’t he appear even more powerful? Wolf Head began heading towards the city. 

“Where does he get all of that confidence from?” Unrivaled Super Hottie asked Happy Sheep. 

“What?” Happy Sheep stared blankly for a good while. After a pause, he regained his composure: “Are 

you talking to me?” 

“Yeah!” 

“No way?” Happy Sheep couldn’t believe it. 

“What?” 



“That’s what other people should be saying about you! This “he” is referring to yourself, right?” Happy 

Sheep cried. 

Wolf Head hadn’t gotten very far yet, so he heard them speak. He had misunderstood initially. He 

thought someone else was trash talking Unrivaled Super Hottie! He had been laughing inwardly, but 

who would have thought Unrivaled Super Hottie had been trash talking him! 

Wolf Head immediately stopped and turned around: “Please! Open your eyes! Look at my Arena record 

before you continue talking!” 

“Oh, got it.” Unrivaled Super Hottie replied, but then said to Happy Sheep: “Did you hear him? What he 

just said is my reason for confidence.” 

“What are you talking about?” Happy Sheep was puzzled. Everyone was puzzled. Did Tomb in the Sky’s 

final boss make him go stupid? 

“Fifty thousand matches. 75% win rate. Your skill has probably peaked. Those you can’t beat will never 

be beaten by you. As for those you can beat, after some time, you won’t be able to beat them 

anymore.” Unrivaled Super Hottie said. 

“Arena! Hurry up! I really want to see what you’re made of!!” Wolf Head furiously roared and stomped 

off in the direction of the city. 

Happy Sheep stood dumbly in place. After a while, he said: “You really are a natural Knight! You’ve got 

his aggro stabilized perfectly!” 

“I’m just saying the truth.” Unrivaled Super Hottie was as calm as ever. 

Chapter 574 - 2v2 

Mist Earth City was the city closest to the teleportation formation in Tomb in the Sky. As a Level 70 city, 

this place was bustling with noise. Even though the Heavenly Domain covered a vast expanse of space, it 

couldn’t hold every player, so every city was packed like a large metropolis. If it wasn’t because players 

in the game didn’t need living space, it was hard to say if a city could even sustain such a large 

population. 

When Ye Xiu set foot in the city, he also felt deeply moved. Fortunately, he was using an alternate 

account, otherwise, if Lord Grim had entered this bustling city, who knew what the scene would be like. 

The Club guilds had enormous influence and power. Not long after entering the city, Ye Xiu saw many 

characters with these guild tags walking around them. If he had walked in as Lord Grim, would there 

have been another pursuit all over the city like there had been last time? The Heavenly Domain didn’t 

have any safe places, which would prove to be quite troublesome. Suddenly needing to use the 

restroom en-route to some place could make a player very scared and on edge. 

However, a player’s wisdom was boundless. In the Heavenly Domain, was there really no way to be safe 

other than logging off? Of course not. Although it’s a bit ironic, the safest place to be was the PvP Arena. 

The inside of the Arena looked similar to a stadium, but in reality, the Arena wasn’t considered part of 

the game’s scenery. It was more like a platform. In the Arena, players were completely safe because you 

couldn’t just rush into a huge crowd of players to attack them. If something unexpected came up, going 



into the Arena was a good choice. Unfortunately, this choice couldn’t be made by players out in the 

wild. Even though the Arena was a platform, a player could only enter the Arena through a city. Running 

all the way to the city in order to use the restroom clearly wasn’t worth the trouble. It would be much 

more efficient to just log off. 

Both Happy Sheep’s team and Wolf Head’s team gathered at the Arena. They obviously weren’t there 

for safety reasons. As teams under the banner of the same guild, they were supposed to be in good 

relations with each other, so killing each other for equipment wasn’t likely to happen, but sparring in the 

Arena could be done if they wanted to let off some steam. 

Wolf Head’s hostility towards Unrivaled Super Hottie had reached its peak. After leading his team into 

the Arena, he opened a room and notified Happy Sheep. 

Along the way, Wolf Head gradually calmed down and began carefully preparing for the match. 

As a player with 50,000 matches in the Arena, Wolf Head had a lot of experience in PvP battles. 

Unrivaled Super Hottie’s words angered him, but after thinking about it carefully, he also became 

somewhat fearful. 

Because Unrivaled Super Hottie accurately pointed out a problem that he had been facing for a long 

time. 

Wolf Head had reached a 75% win rate a long time ago, but afterwards, the only thing that increased 

was the number of matches that he played. His win rate was stagnant and stayed around 75% and never 

increased. 

Opponents that he couldn’t beat before still couldn’t be beat by him. 

And some of the opponents he used to be able to beat could now beat him. As their win rates went up, 

they became extremely difficult opponents for him. 

Others might think that Unrivaled Super Hottie was taunting him, but this taunt hit too close to home. 

He had never met this guy before... 

The more he felt like this person wasn’t simple, the less confident he became. 

A short moment later, Happy Sheep brought his sheep into the Arena. Happy Sheep originally thought 

Wolf Head would jump on stage and loudly announce the match to everyone, but when he looked, Wolf 

Head wasn’t even on stage yet. 

“What is this guy scheming?” Happy Sheep felt uneasy! With his understanding of Wolf Head, when he 

looked at this scene, he immediately felt that something unexpected had happened. 

“So you’ve finally arrived.” Just as he was thinking about it, Wolf Head spoke. 

“Then, let’s start!” Wolf Head continued. Following afterwards, he appeared on stage, but it wasn’t just 

him. There was another person too! 

Wolf Head, Wolf Claw. 

“You...... shameless!!!” Happy Sheep immediately shouted. 



Happy Sheep recognized Wolf Claw. Wolf Claw was the lead Cleric on Wolf Head’s team and wasn’t any 

less skilled than him. Unrivaled Super Hottie had asked if the other side wanted to bring a Cleric and 

Wolf Head responded with ridicule. However, now that it was actually time to start the match, he had 

actually brought a Cleric? 

“Relax, I’m not going to fight two versus one. That wouldn’t count as a victory, so there’s no point. I’m 

saying that you guys can also send another person up for a 2v2.” Wolf Head said. 

“2v2?” Happy Sheep was startled. 

“No need. Just me alone is enough.” Unrivaled Super Hottie went on stage, “Let’s start!” 

“Ah, you.......” Happy Sheep couldn’t stop him in time. Happy Sheep didn’t even have confidence in a 

1v1, let alone a 1v2. In fear that they would actually start the match like this, Happy Sheep didn’t have 

time to think and immediately went on stage as well. 

“What are you doing?” Unrivaled Super Hottie actually complained. 

Happy Sheep was speechless. He had never met someone who didn’t know the difference between 

good and bad. 

“Okay, if it’s a 2v2 fight, then it’s fair. No matter who wins or loses, there shouldn’t be any objections.” 

Wolf Head said. 

“Sigh, whatever.” Unrivaled Super Hottie sounded regretful. 

Happy Sheep was nervous though. He felt like Wolf Head probably had some trick up his sleeve, but he 

couldn’t figure it out at this moment. This Unrivaled Super Hottie probably had one too. He had actually 

gone up by himself without hesitation. Even though winning a 2v1 wasn’t anything worth noting, the 

problem was that Wolf Head had analyzed this issue before. If he still planned on sticking with it, he 

must have some sort of other plan in mind too, right? 

Happy Sheep felt like if he didn’t follow along with the other side’s plan, then it meant that he was 

ruining the other side’s plan, so he quickly joined. 

“Good, then shall we begin?” Wolf Head said and then clicked the start button. 

The map chosen was the commonly used boxing arena. It was a rectangular map without any 

obstructions, but because it was a 2v2 match, the boxing arena expanded to accommodate, so it 

appeared a lot larger than normal. 

“What is he scheming?” Happy Sheep’s mind was still occupied by this question. The scene changed into 

the boxing arena. Wolf Head made the first move and directly charged at him. 

It was a 2v2 and both teams had a Knight and Cleric. Without a doubt, the first priority target would be 

the Clerics. Wolf Head didn’t even give a greeting and directly rushed at him. Right when he thought he 

had seized the initiative, he heard someone curse from behind him: “F*ck!” 

“What?” Wolf Head couldn’t turn his head around while charging forward, but up ahead, why was it 

only Happy Sheep in front of him? 



Could it be...... that guy started moving towards Wolf Claw before he started moving?! 

Right when Wolf Head had this thought, his character reached Happy Sheep. Happy Sheep was also 

distracted and was unable to dodge. He was hit by the Charge and sent flying. 

Wolf Head hastily looked back. Sure enough, Unrivaled Super Hottie had also charged at the Cleric, even 

faster than he had. Happy Sheep had only just been sent flying, but Wolf Claw was already on the 

ground...... 

How did he do it? 

Wolf Head was experienced though. As he thought about this question, he paid attention to Unrivaled 

Super Hottie’s and Wolf Claw’s positions. 

It wasn’t a distance that Charge could cover! Wolf Head was familiar with the equipment that Knights 

used, so he knew that Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t have any equipment that increased Charge’s 

distance. If he started his skill from his initial position, Unrivaled Super Hottie must have moved a 

distance after using Charge. When he saw Wolf Claw crashing into the ground, Wolf Head immediately 

thought: could he have used a Charge and then followed up with a small jump into Heroic Leap?? 

Heroic Leap...... To leap such a small distance, his hands must be extremely nimble! 

Wolf Head knew what was what. It was the class he played, after all. This detail immediately made him 

understand who was better, confirming his thoughts. 

As expected, he wasn’t simple! 

From this one move alone, Wolf Head lost all disdain for Unrivaled Super Hottie. Happy Sheep had fallen 

under his hand, but Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t even blink in their direction. He just continued to 

attack Wolf Claw. Wolf Head turned around and headed over to rescue him. Happy Sheep, who had 

been thrown to the side, wanted to cry! He was the Cleric, so why didn’t he feel protected? Unrivaled 

Super Hottie had left him to die as soon as the match started and didn’t even look in his direction when 

he was being attacked. Did Unrivaled Super Hottie really think that his existence was unnecessary? 

But Happy Sheep’s goal was still victory. After healing himself, he prepared to help Unrivaled Super 

Hottie out. 

Wolf Head quickly dashed back and used a Provoke in order to force Unrivaled Super Hottie to stop 

attacking Wolf Claw. 

A white glow surrounded Unrivaled Super Hottie. He actually activated Knight’s Spirit at this time. 

Wolf Head was surprised. He didn’t quite understand. If he didn’t want to be influenced by Provoke, he 

simply needed to activate Calm Like Water. Under Calm Like Water’s effects, he could dispel Provoke as 

well as status effects, such as Fear and Confusion. However, Knight’s Spirit didn’t have any effect. 

Just as Wolf Head was puzzled, he saw the Provoked Unrivaled Super Hottie turn around and head 

towards him. Provoked players couldn’t attack in any other direction except towards the provoker. 

However, the player could still move around freely. As a result, Provoke stopped Unrivaled Super Hottie 

from attacking Wolf Claw, but Wolf Head would need to face the enemy’s unknown attack. Because the 

enemy was locked on, the enemy didn’t need to waste the efforts of looking around. Sometimes, 



Provoked players wouldn’t try and dispel the effects and simply go along with the flow. It wasn’t a bad 

choice. 

Chapter 575 - Rough Coordination 

With Wolf Head’s experience, he knew that Unrivaled Super Hottie only had two options. He would 

either activate “Calm Like Water” to get rid of Provoke’s CC effect or he would take the opportunity to 

attack him. Unrivaled Super Hottie’s choice in using Knight’s Spirit had puzzled him, but he could see 

Unrivaled Super Hottie turning his head and charging at him, so Wolf Head immediately prepared to 

meet his attack. 

Wolf Head’s goal had been to stop Unrivaled Super Hottie from attacking Wolf Claw. From the looks of 

it, he had reached his goal, so now he needed to proceed to the next step. 

What he hadn’t thought of was that when Unrivaled Super Hottie turned around and took a step 

forward, Wolf Claw was suddenly swept along as Unrivaled Super Hottie’s rushed forward! Without 

giving Wolf Head any time to think, Unrivaled Super Hottie sped up. 

Charge! 

When Wolf Head saw this skill, he immediately realized why Unrivaled Super Hottie had activated 

Knight’s Spirit. 

Apart from buffing many of the Knight’s skills, Knight’s Spirit had another usage. When Knight’s Spirit 

was activated, it would refresh the cooldown of all Knight skills. 

In other words, his Charge and Heroic Leap skill had originally been on cooldown, but the instant he had 

activated Knight’s Spirit, those skills would be up for use again. 

And at this moment, Unrivaled Super Hottie was using a Heroic Charge to rush over. Under Provoke’s 

effects, his skill was locked onto Wolf Head. However, when he charged over, Wolf Claw was swept 

along. This wasn’t something that Provoke could stop. 

When Provoke came out, Unrivaled Super Hottie had already begun moving towards him. He instantly 

activated Knight’s Spirit, grasped the angle between him and Wolf Claw, charged, and and brought Wolf 

Claw along with him........ 

Wolf Head felt dizzy just thinking about it and Unrivaled Super Hottie had actually done it all? 

Heroic Charge was too fast! Hitting Wolf Claw hadn’t slowed him down at all. Wolf Head suddenly woke 

up with a start. It was too late to dodge, so he hastily lifted up his shield in an attempt to defend and 

prepare to counterattack. 

When Unrivaled Super Hottie arrived in front of Wolf Head, he didn’t slam into Wolf Head’s shield. 

Unrivaled Super Hottie, as well as his sword, came crashing down from above. 

Heroic Leap! 

It had also originally been on cooldown, but because of Knight’s Spirit’s activation, it could be used 

again. 



He had cancelled his Charge and switched to Heroic Leap to bypass the shield’s defenses. 

His timing and jump height had been executed perfectly. Wolf Head could see the attack coming, but he 

couldn’t react in time. 

The knight sword swung down! 

Heroic Justice Leap wouldn’t only dealt damage to Wolf Head, but also Wolf Claw. 

During the few seconds that Provoke had been active, not only did Unrivaled Super Hottie give him a 

good beating, even Wolf Claw couldn’t escape. Knight’s Spirit had buffed the attack, so the blow did 

even more damage than usual...... 

However, Wolf Head was someone with thousands of matches under his belt. He wouldn’t panic so 

easily. 

He had failed to dodge Heroic Leap’s attack, but he immediately Quick Recovered, rolling away at a 

strange angle. He wanted to leave his opponent’s attack range. 

But before he could stand up, Unrivaled Super Hottie’s shield slammed into his head with a Shield 

Attack. 

His roll didn’t have any effect. Unrivaled Super Hottie had caught him once again. 

This was because Unrivaled Super Hottie was still Provoked! With the system helping him guide his 

attacks, it didn’t matter where Wolf Head rolled towards, because he wouldn’t be able to escape! 

Thinking of this reason, Wolf Head wanted to cry. His own Provoke caused him to become depressed, 

but right now, he could only stand there in a daze because of the Dizzy effect from the Shield Attack. 

Provoke’s effects wore off at this moment. Unrivaled Super Hottie ignored the stunned Wolf Head and 

immediately charged back towards Wolf Claw to attack him. 

Another skill was used. Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t waste his Knight’s Spirit. He was always attacking. 

Any skill with a buff was used on Wolf Claw. Wolf Claw wanted to clear Wolf Head’s Dizzy effect, but at 

this moment, he didn’t even know how to survive....... 

The spectators were dumbstruck. 

It was supposed to be a 2v2 match, but apart from the beginning of the match, it was a complete 1v2. 

Happy Sheep had already been forgotten. 

He had rushed forward to help, but he didn’t know where to start. Unrivaled Super Hottie’s attacking 

methods made him unable to coordinate with him at all. Whenever he thought of what he could do to 

help, the opportunity to do so had already passed. 

Not only were Unrivaled Super Hottie’s attacks difficult for the opponent to deal with, but it was difficult 

for his own ally to keep up with. 

This was what Wolf Head had initially been hoping for. 

Why did he suddenly ask for a 2v2? Because of this exact reason. 



He was worried about Unrivaled Super Hottie’s skill and didn’t have much confidence in a 1v1. Thus, he 

proposed a 2v2. It seemed fair, but since Unrivaled Super Hottie had only just joined Happy Sheep’s 

team. It didn’t matter who he partnered up with. There was no way they would be able to coordinate 

with each other well, but for his side? He and Wolf Claw were known for their synergy with each other. 

One side had a one plus one is greater than two duo, while the other side had a one plus one is less than 

two duo. Since that happened to be the case, wouldn’t his chances of victory be much higher? 

Wolf Head’s calculations had been correct. Right now, Unrivaled Super Hottie and Happy Sheep didn’t 

have any sort of synergy with each other, but what he hadn’t expected was that Unrivaled Super Hottie 

could crush the two of them single handedly. 

Letting him bring a Cleric for a 1v2...... he hadn’t been joking? 

After the Dizzy effect wore off, this notion was firmly rooted in Wolf Head’s mind. Unrivaled Super 

Hottie continued to attack Wolf Claw, as if he had forgotten the duration of the Dizzy status effect from 

Shield Attack. 

Wolf Head just stood on the sidelines in a daze. If he tried to go after Happy Sheep, he wouldn’t be able 

to kill him before Unrivaled Super Hottie killed Wolf Claw and it would become a 2v1 situation. 

Wolf Head could only charge towards Unrivaled Super Hottie in an attempt to rescue Wolf Claw from 

death. 

He activated Knight’s Spirit and prepared to launch a chain of attacks. Soon, his first attack hit Unrivaled 

Super Hottie’s body. He felt a bit surprised at how smoothly everything had gone. 

Wasn’t it a little too easy? 

Against such a skilled expert, Wolf Head’s first attack had been a cover up. He was thinking about how 

he should react to his opponent’s retaliation. Then, he thought about how he should chain his attacks 

and gain control the situation to rescue Wolf Claw. 

However, Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t do anything. He just took the cover up attack, which didn’t deal 

that much damage. 

Could this guy not care about defending??? 

Wolf Head suddenly felt like this might be the case. It was a common bad habit for PvE players. In PvE, 

players held the initiative. If the player couldn’t solo the boss, then they would bring a team next time, 

but in PvP, a player could only rely on his or her own efforts to beat the opponent. 

With new found confidence, Wolf Head immediately attacked again. 

Sure enough, Unrivaled Super Hottie let the attack hit him. 

“Ha ha ha ha, so it’s like this!” Wolf Head was delighted and threw out skill after skill. 

The scene suddenly looked very strange, which made all of the spectators confused. At this moment, 

Unrivaled Super Hottie suddenly yelled: “The one over there. What are you doing standing there doing 

nothing? Do you even know how to heal?” 



“Huh? Oh!” Happy Sheep had just been standing there, watching dumbly. He had already considered 

himself as one of the spectators and had forgotten that he was one of the participants. 

A holy white light surrounded Unrivaled Super Hottie’s body and the health he had lost from Wolf 

Head’s attacks quickly came back. 

Wolf Head was startled. 

This was a PvE strategy. It was a very rough and simple strategy. The Knight would tank the monster, 

while the Cleric healed the Knight’s health back up. 

Who could have thought that such a strategy would appear in a PvP match? Happy Sheep’s healing 

completely negated Wolf Head’s damage. 

What’s going on? The experienced Wolf Head felt a bit stupid. He quickly reassessed the situation. 

Wolf Claw kept on being pounded by Unrivaled Super Hottie. His first priority was to rescue Wolf Claw, 

but Unrivaled Super Hottie was completely ignoring his attacks. Whenever he dealt some damage, 

Happy Sheep would immediately heal him back to full. If this continued, Wolf Claw would fall and the 

two would do the same to him, no? 

F*ck! 

How could such a stupid and simple strategy work? 

But the problem was how he would resolve the situation? 

He had to interrupt Unrivaled Super Hottie’s attacks! Damage was secondary. The important part was 

interrupting his attacks, so he could let Wolf Claw escape. 

Wolf Head came up with a plan and immediately slammed his shield forward. He wanted to CC 

Unrivaled Super Hottie with a Dizzy. 

But this time, Unrivaled Super Hottie suddenly turned a little bit and lifted his shield. 

Bang! The two shields hit each other. 

The attack still did some damage, but the shield blocked the Dizzy effect. 

Pu! 

Unrivaled Super Hottie had blocked Wolf Head’s attack, but he didn’t stop attacking Wolf Claw either. 

“F*ck!” Wolf Head cursed and used another attack that could interrupt Unrivaled Super Hottie’s attacks. 

Chapter 576 - Tree Trunk PvP 

Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! 

Repeating ceaselessly, the same sound evoked different emotions in the spectator’s ears. 

To the players from Happy Sheep’s team, this sound only brought joy to their hearts. For the players 

from Wolf Head’s team, they could feel their hearts breaking with every strike. Wolf Head attacked over 



and over again. Unrivaled Super Hottie ignored all of the strikes that only dealt damage. However, every 

attempt to interrupt his attacks was blocked by his shield. 

As a result, all of Wolf Head’s efforts were wasted. With Happy Sheep healing from the side, Wolf Head’s 

attacks were nothing to Unrivaled Super Hottie. On the other side, Wolf Head’s partner, Wolf Claw was 

barely hanging on. His health was slipping deeper and deeper into the danger zone. 

This... Is this the true power of a top-tier tank? 

All of the spectators had this sort of thought. 

This was indeed a PvP match, but Unrivaled Super Hottie’s dominating strategy screamed PvE. A top tier 

tank’s control over their shield had to be perfectly skillful like this. The scene in front of them clearly 

conveyed that: all of Wolf Head’s problematic attacks were deflected by Unrivaled Super Hottie’s shield. 

Everyone agreed that this type of skill must have been forged through countless fights with monsters. 

A usually unpredictable PvP match had been molded into a PvE style battle. On top of that, Wolf Head 

and Wolf Claw could do nothing about it. 

Among the two, one of them was doing everything he could think of, but nothing worked. The other one 

had thought of countless ideas. However, since the beginning of the match, what could he do? 

Nothing, absolutely nothing. Since the moment the match began, the only thing Wolf Claw could do was 

get beaten down. 

Was it going to end just like this? 

Wolf Head found it harder and harder to believe as he watched Wolf Claw’s HP continue to fall lower 

and lower. He never imagined that a match could end in such a way. Could this Unrivaled Super Hottie’s 

skill be forged solely through his battles with monsters? Not necessarily! PvE could develop mechanical 

skill, but it could not nurture such awareness. To defend with a shield, one must be able to predict the 

opponent’s attacks. Unrivaled Super Hottie hadn’t made a single mistake regarding such prediction so 

far. This alone was enough to prove the vast amount of PvP experience he had. 

The problem was that he only had around 2000 Arena matches! Some of those were even fought by 

other people! How could he possibly have gathered any experience? 

Or did it mean that his PvP experience was accumulated in the wild? 

The battles in the wild were undoubtedly more chaotic than the ones carried out in the Arena. Because 

if the player didn’t bet in the Arena, then the match would simply be a matter of victory or defeat. 

However, every fight in the wild was a gamble. The loser could lose experience and equipment. 

Therefore, battles in the wild required more mental strength than fights in the Arena. In the Arena, after 

many matches, the player would eventually grow numb towards the result. On the other hand, in the 

wild, under such pressure, the player would never grow numb towards the result. As a result, there 

were quite a number of players who had lost all interest in the orderly battles in the Arena. Instead, they 

would go around the wild to “hunt”. 

Was this person one of those experts? 



Wolf Head was scared now. In contrast with the Arena matches, fights in the wild usually involved more 

complicated situations. In addition, these fights rarely started fairly: you could start at an advantage or 

at a disadvantage. In general, players who preferred fights in the wild were much better at dealing with 

complex and disadvantageous situations than regular players, who liked the Arena better. Compared to 

the wild, the Arena seemed more like delicate flowers. 

After figuring out that Unrivaled Super Hottie was an expert of the wild, Wolf Head, who knew his own 

skills were inferior to his opponent’s, became even more afraid. His attacks weren’t as fierce as before. 

Watching from the sidelines, Happy Sheep was a bit confused. He found it strange that a PvP battle 

could develop into such a situation. Even though he wasn’t as experienced as Wolf Head, as a long-time 

player, Happy Sheep still knew that this situation was created entirely by Unrivaled Super Hottie. But did 

this scene prove Unrivaled Super Hottie’s expertise in PvE or PvP battles? Happy Sheep could hardly tell 

the difference. Nonetheless, the situation in front of him was undoubtedly the most classic scene of a 

PvE monster fight...... 

The scared Wolf Head didn’t even have thoughts of going all out. He continued to whack Unrivaled 

Super Hottie sluggishly. His attacks were becoming automated and he practically transformed into a 

stationary attacking tower. As the repetitive metallic sounds of shield and armor continued to clank, the 

match reached its peak. 

This kind of stationary battle was the simplestt, but also the most boring. Clearly, it was very unlikely for 

the current situation to change much now. Everyone was waiting for the moment Wolf Claw fell. Once 

that happened, then this match would be set in stone. 

The audience didn’t have to wait for long. Wolf Claw, who did nothing but get chopped since the 

beginning of the match, finally fell. In that same moment, Wolf Head gave up all hope and stopped 

attacking. He directly surrendered and left the match. 

The atmosphere was somewhat cold. 

Despite the quick pacing at the beginning that ignited the audience’s excitement, this match ended 

rather unexpectedly. 

There were no up and downs, no excitement, nothing. It couldn’t have ended more dully. 

The start had everyone’s hearts in their throats, but the ending didn’t even allow their hearts to fall back 

down. The match steadily trapped their hearts there uncomfortably. Everyone felt that the match hadn’t 

been good. Regardless of which side won, neither side felt satisfied. 

“Leader! Let me try!” 

This person was from Wolf Head’s Party. Some had found their defeat unreasonable and humiliating. 

For the sake of their pride, many were demanding a rematch. As for Wolf Head? Only he, who had 

experienced the battle for himself, could understand the helplessness that he felt. Even though he had 

analyzed the situation, even though he knew how to change the situation and attempted to do so... the 

result was the same: not the slightest thing changed. If he would have known, then he would rather 

have attacked Happy Sheep. Even though that would have gotten the same result, at least he wouldn’t 

feel like choking on bitterness now. 



Wolf Head didn’t know what he could say to the eager players who wanted a match. He understood 

how they felt. If he had watched such a match from the sidelines, he would definitely want a match to 

turn the mood around. The was because, from the views of the spectators, they thought of many ways 

of disrupting Unrivaled Super Hottie’s attacks. However, only by being there in person would they 

discover that all of these ideas would have been useless. Didn’t Wolf Head try? But the crucial strikes 

would always be blocked by the opponent’s shield. 

“No need.” Wolf Head sighed, “It’s useless. 

“Leader, you and him are of the same class. He knew Knights too well. If it were any other class, then it 

definitely wouldn’t have been the same!” Someone cried out. 

Upon hearing this, Wolf Head’s heart shook with realization. 

Right! He himself had been wondering how Unrivaled Super Hottie saw through every trick of his, but 

now he knew. He had overlooked such a fundamental factor: they were of the same class. Due to the 

extreme familiarity both parties possessed regarding the other, matches between the same class tended 

to be boring and have little entertainment value. The result of this particular match was an extreme 

example, but... Wolf Head suddenly found the excuse “because we are of the same class” quite 

plausible. 

“Let me try!” The players of Wolf’s Party were fairly upright. Without the words of their leader, none of 

them would go up and challenge Unrivaled Super Hottie on their own. 

Meanwhile, on Happy Sheep’s side, things were unusually quiet. Although they had won the match , it 

had not been a glorious victory. WIth no dramatic ambience to speak of, it was as if all that happened 

was a weak monster that guarded the gateway of a dungeon had been killed. If everyone started 

cheering in delight, the scene would be rather weird. 

After all, Wolf Head’s team and Happy Sheep’s team both belonged to Tyrannical Ambition, so the 

competition between them had always been constructive. They weren’t actually enemies, so they didn’t 

only seek the end results, but rather mutual benefit. What they needed was the process. As of now, the 

overly mundane process left them unsatisfied. Even the act of bragging about their victory felt hollow. 

Therefore, despite being the victors, no one from Happy Sheep’s Party went over to Wolf ’s Head Party 

to laugh at their failure. 

“Unrivaled Super Hottie, do you dare to have a match with me?” 

At this moment, someone from Wolf Head’s Party issued a challenged. 

The victory didn’t bring much joy to Happy Sheep’s Party, but it brought much bitterness and discomfort 

to the Wolf Head’s team, so they were eager to prove themselves. 

“What? After seeing the last fight, you still want to fight me?” Unrivaled Super Hottie replied. 

“Useless words.”“Is there a need?” Unrivaled Super Hottie gave an unexpected answer. Happy Sheep 

and the others thought he would jump in again without asking for the team’s opinion. 

“Are you trying to run after taking a victory?” The opponent started to mock him. 



“Is it because you thought the match was too boring and the victory wasn’t beautiful?” Unrivaled Super 

Hottie replied. 

“Exactly! If it were me....” 

“If it were you, it would have being the same.” Unrivaled Super Hottie interrupted. 

“Come on! Show me!” The player had already entered. He was a Launcher. Similarly, he brought a Cleric 

with him. 

“Last one!” Unrivaled Super Hottie said and entered. Then he asked Happy Sheep’s team: “I need a 

Cleric.” 

“I can do it!” Happy Sheep entered by himself. 

“Ready?” The opponent asked coldly. 

“Start!” 

As soon as the match started, the Launcher began attacking, but with a slight sidestep, Unrivaled super 

Hottie easily dodged the attack. Immediately, the latter followed up with a Knight Spirit. This was a rule 

within the Arena:, all cool downs would be reset at the start of a new match. 

Right after Knight Spirit was activated, Unrivaled Super Hottie charged forward. The Launcher was 

expecting it. He jumped and tried to avoid it with an Aerial Cannon, but who would have thought that 

Unrivaled Super Hottie’s Charge would curve instead of go in a straight line? The Heroic Charge came in 

from a strange angle and slammed the Launcher back into the ground. The skill hadn’t finished yet. 

Pushing the Launcher along with him, the curved continued to stretch around the Arena. The Cleric had 

never imagined that the Charge would even come close to him. Unable to dodge in time, the Cleric was 

hit! 

The Heroic Leap that followed smashed into both of them. Unrivaled Super Hottie then stunned the 

Launcher with a Shield Attack and focused on the Cleric. 

“This is.... he’s finished rounding up the monsters already?” Those familiar with the scene couldn’t help 

but make a comment. 

Chapter 577 - Replicating Victory 

The Launcher had planned on taking the initiative from the beginning, but after just a single skill, the last 

match repeated itself again. As a matter of fact, it was worse since he had fallen into hot water right 

away. Wolf Head had at least thrown out a Provoke against Unrivaled Super Hottie and attacked Happy 

Sheep at the beginning of the match. 

However, players weren’t NPCs. Even though the Cleric was entirely powerless under Unrivaled Super 

Hottie’s control, the Launcher would be cleared of the stunned state eventually. Wolf Head’s players 

were brainstorming on how to deal with this type of situation. Meanwhile, the Launcher was preparing 

for his next move. 

The moment the stun duration ended, the Launcher retread by using an Aerial Fire. As expected, 

Unrivaled Super Hottie paid no attention to him. Then, the Launcher propped his cannon on his 



shoulder. With a blue flash, an X-1 Extruder missile came flying out from the cannon’s barrel some 

distance away. 

Glory had numerous skills with various CC effects, and blocking with a shield could negate many of those 

effects, but not all of them. X-1 Extruder’s effect of attracting the target then dragging the target away 

was one of these spells. The Launcher clearly knew this, so he started off with this move that would 

render the shield’s block ineffective, wondering what Unrivaled Super Hottie could possibly do to 

counter it. 

Nonetheless, Unrivaled Super Hottie seemed to oblivious towards the impending missile as he did 

completely ignored it. Only when he was about to enter the suction effect’s range did he swing out his 

sword horizontally: a Repel. He obviously manipulated this skill a bit since the Cleric wasn’t pushed the 

maximum distance away. While the Cleric slid away, Unrivaled Super Hottie also shifted forward, along 

with the Cleric. 

The scene looked like two ghosts drifting. Everyone soon realized that Unrivaled Super Hottie had 

entered the X-1 Extruder’s effect range and was being dragged by the missile. Facing the incoming 

missile, Unrivaled Super Hottie swung out his shield, not in an attempt to block, but rather to attack. He 

didn’t activate a skill though. This attack wouldn’t have any special effects. It would only deal small 

amounts of damage, but it still successfully detonated the missile. 

At such close distance, the explosion would obviously hurt Unrivaled Super Hottie, but with his shield in 

front of him, the shockwave caused by the explosion wouldn’t push him away. As for the damage 

taken... wasn’t Happy Sheep starting to chant with his cross in the air? 

The Cleric remained within Unrivaled Super Hottie’s grip. All the possible interference caused by the X-1 

Extruder were completely negated by Unrivaled Super Hottie’s maneuvers. Even though the attempt 

had done some damage, hadn’t Unrivaled Super Hottie also been taking damage from Wolf Head in the 

last match, but then healed by Happy Sheep? 

The Launcher was clearly surprised, seeing his plan being dealt with so easily. But the Launcher had 

more tricks up his sleeves. Roaming, Mechanical Seeker, Demolition, Satellite Beam... Skills activated 

one after another, each with a thoughtful plan laid out. Finally, this match was no longer dull in the eyes 

of the spectators. Everyone wondered how Unrivaled Super Hottie would nullify all of these powerful 

attacks. 

In the end, whether it was by dodging, blocking with his shield, running around, standing still, taking the 

attack, or not taking the attack, Unrivaled Super Hottie dispelled every attack. The only thing that didn’t 

change was the fact that the Cleric remained standing there, getting beaten up. 

“Impossible!” The Launcher finally ran out of ideas, but the situation hadn’t changed in the slightest. The 

only thing that changed compared to the previous match was the helplessness of the close quarter 

fighter had turned into that of the long-range combatant’s. 

The Launcher had no more plans. If he were to attack again, he could only employ his previously used 

strategies. Unrivaled Super Hottie might make a mistake, but would a single lucky chance be able to 

solve the fundamental issue? That chance could only allow the Cleric to heal himself a little before 



falling back into Unrivaled Super Hottie’s grasp again. If the Cleric could truly get out of this crisis, then 

the battle wouldn’t have been like this from the start. 

The Launcher knew that this time, he hadn’t become the savior of his team. Instead, he stood shoulder 

to shoulder with his team leader Wolf Head in another embarrassing defeat. The Cleric eventually died, 

but during that time, the Launcher didn’t stay idle. He pointed his cannon at Happy Sheep. Poor Happy 

Sheep dashed around all over the Arena field, but Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t show the slightest bit of 

interest in rescuing him. On the other hand, this Launcher was desperate to kill him to save himself 

some face before Unrivaled Super Hottie killed off his Cleric. 

However, he had switched targets too late. Even though Unrivaled Super Hottie’s equipment was 

weaker, the Launcher still couldn’t catch up. In addition, the Cleric of Wolf Head’s team was much more 

obedient than Happy Sheep. He looked like he was just standing there, taking the attacks. 

Was the Cleric doing this on purpose? Of course not! His current sorry state was entirely because of 

Unrivaled Super Hottie’s manipulations. 

In that moment, Wolf Head finally came to this realization. 

Everyone focused on how Unrivaled Super Hottie nullified all of the Launcher’s attempts to disrupt him. 

However, all of thom overlooked how Unrivaled Super Hottie’s endless strikes suppressed the enemy 

Cleric into obedience. 

Clerics didn’t have many offensive abilities, but turning a player-controlled character into a ragdoll was 

still a difficult task. 

“Is this... also developed from PvE?” Wolf Head, who was very familiar with Knights, observed Unrivaled 

Super Hottie’s maneuvers attentively. Unfortunately, the Cleric had long since given up, so Wolf Head 

couldn’t figure out how Unrivaled Super Hottie dealt with the Cleric in detail. Thinking back now... all he 

remembered was how Unrivaled Super Hottie had cancelled the Launcher’s attacks. 

Up until the Cleric fell, Wolf Head wasn’t able to get much information. Right after the Cleric fell, 

Unrivaled Super Hottie changed direction and charged straight at the Launcher. The Launcher tried to 

maintain some distance, but Unrivaled Super Hottie caught him after a few attempts. 

“Hm? This could be a good chance to watch too!” Wolf Head suddenly thought, wondering if Unrivaled 

Super Hottie would turned the Launcher into another sandbag. At the same time, Wolf Head regretted 

quitting right after Wolf Claw’s defeat. If he had fought with Unrivaled Super Hottie himself, he would 

know his capabilities much better. 

Unfortunately, the Launcher replicated the entire last match, even Wolf Head’s decision at the last 

moment. Upon seeing the defeat of the Cleric and that the match had turned into a two versus one 

battle, the Launcher surrendered. Gloom loomed over Wolf Head, but he couldn’t say anything. After all, 

he had been the one to set this example. 

For this kind of match, one victory felt awkward and dull. However, there were two victories now and 

the second match was an exact replica of the first one. During both matches, the opponents were 

completely powerless. This demonstrated the true power of the victor. After the second victory, cheers, 



applause, and congratulations exploded out of Happy Sheep’s team. Quite a number of them shouted, 

“Do you accept it now, you wolves?” 

How could the wolves accept such infuriating matches so easily? But what would be the point of 

objecting now? The other side would just say “then try again” and Unrivaled Super Hottie would slap 

them to death again. 

Everyone in Wolf Head’s team was unhappy. Wolf Head was powerless to do anything. In the end, he 

could only say “Let’s go,” and all of the players in Wolf’s Party left dejectedly. 

“Bro, incredible!” Upon seeing Wolf Head’s team taking their leave, Happy Sheep’s anxiety finally 

disappeared. His heart was filled with joy. 

Today, not only did they surpass their long time rival in terms of dungeon progress, but they also beat 

them in the Arena, which had long since been their weak spot. Even though these had only been 

possible because of Unrivaled Super Hottie’s presence, today was still a day to remember. 

“Incredible!!” There was not a single player in the team who was unhappy with Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

Everyone praised their hero with joy. 

“Haha, didn’t I say it earlier? This is what I’m good at.” Unrivaled Super Hottie responded. 

“Yes, yes.” Everyone nodded in agreement. 

“If there isn’t anything anymore, then shall we call it a day?” Unrivaled Super Hottie said, preparing to 

leave. 

Happy Sheep sighed, “Bro, you’re so skilled. Once you join the guild, you’ll quickly be put into the elite 

team. When that happens, don’t forget about us!” 

“Of course.” Unrivaled Super Hottie laughed. 

The players of Sheep’s Party flocked over one after another to add Unrivaled Super Hottie on their 

friend list, bidding their goodbyes unwillingly. The hundred-player dungeon was rather time consuming. 

Despite having maintained a pretty normal schedule for the past few days, Ye Xiu still dragged it well 

into the night. Chen Guo and Tang Rou had left awhile ago. Even though Chen Guo was still curious 

about Ye Xiu’s intention for joining Tyrannical Ambition, she still couldn’t find any interest in watching, 

seeing that they were still running dungeons. Although her skill wasn’t that high, she had been one of 

the members of the main force in Excellent Era back then. The team that she was in had a much better 

progress in the dungeon. In Chen Guo’s eyes, these people’s skill levels were on the low side. 

After saying goodbye to the players of Sheep’s Party, Ye Xiu called it a day. However, the players of 

Sheep’s Party had no such plans. They were obviously planning on pulling an all-nighter. As of now, they 

were still together chatting. The focus was none other than the expert Knight that they had met today. 

The majority of the conversations were about how incredible this person was.“I can’t see it. All I know is 

that there is no way for me to become that skillful.” The main tank, Seven Blossom Leaves, replied after 

being asked. 

“I played once with the guild’s main force once. I think his skills are on the same level as our branch 

guild’s number one Knight, Flight.” Happy Sheep said. 



“That’s the main tank of the elite party! He’s that good?!” Someone exclaimed. Flight, the number one 

Knight of the fourth branch guild, was already an unbelievable existence to the players in that guild. 

“He might even be better.” Happy Sheep spoke. 

“Oh? Why would you say that?” Seven Blossom Leaves asked. 

“Clerics are the ones who can understand the main tank’s strength the best. Even though we were really 

worried when we had to heal Unrivaled Super Hottie, that worry mainly came from our distrust in him. 

Now that I look back at the big picture, he didn’t make any mistakes that we needed to compensate for. 

All we had to do was our most basic job.” Happy Sheep pointed out. 

Chapter 578 - The People from Tyrannical Ambition 

Happy Sheep’s analysis received the approval of the other Clerics on the team. They all expressed that, if 

their team had such a tank, then running dungeons would be very easy. Praising another tank in front of 

the team was usually considered offensive to the other tanks, but Seven Blossom Leaves himself was 

also completely convinced by Unrivaled Super Hottie’s skill, therefore, no one in Happy Sheep’s team 

had any misgivings. As for the second, third, and fourth tank, if even the main tank was neglected, then 

nothing needed to be said about them.After discussing everything, everyone gasped in admiration. 

Happy Sheep didn’t want to dampen the mood, but in the end, he found it uncomfortable to hold these 

words within his heart. Thus, Happy Sheep called for everyone to recognize that it would be hard for 

such an expert to a permanent member of their team. 

Many of the players in the team had been worried about this fact earlier. Now that they heard their 

team leader say it himself, they all felt that it was a pity. In the first half of the night, they were pushed 

to the peak of excitement in waves, but after hearing this news, everyone couldn’t help but feel 

somewhat disappointed.“Sigh......” Someone sighed and the conversation ended. 

However, the news of Happy Sheep’s team completing Tomb in the Sky spread throughout the guild. 

There were many hundred-man teams in the guild and many of them had also been stuck on Tomb in 

the Sky, just like Happy Sheep’s team had been. The fourth and fifth branch guilds would often compete 

against each other. Being in the same guild didn’t mean that there was a lot of teamwork and friendship. 

Games are more fun, when there’s competition. Levels, skill, equipment, anything that could be 

compared would be compared. 

Now that Happy Sheep’s team had reached a completely new height in the dungeon, the players on his 

team were naturally very willing to share their joy with others. There were all sorts of responses in the 

chat. Some congratulated them, while others asked for help. Some were envious, and so on. 

At this moment, Happy Sheep received a message from his guild leader: “You’ve cleared Tomb in the 

Sky?” 

“Yeah......” Happy Sheep couldn’t help but reply. He wished that the guild leader wouldn’t notice what 

had happened and would just forget about Unrivaled Super Hottie’s existence for the time being so they 

could spend a few more days with the pro. It was a pity that passing the dungeon was considered a big 

deal, so the guild leader came to ask him the moment he received the notice. 

“How did Unrivaled Super Hottie perform?” The guild leader asked. 



Happy Sheep took a deep breath and spoke honestly. “It was only thanks to him that we cleared the 

dungeon. It would have been impossible otherwise.”“Oh?”Upon that, Happy Sheep informed the guild 

leader of all of Unrivaled Super Hottie’s spectacular performances, including his PVP performance after 

the conflict with the fifth branch’s Wolf Head. 

“How good do you think his skills are?” The guild leader then asked. 

“No lower than Flight.” Happy Sheep replied. 

The value of this appraisal was not light at all! Flight was the head knight of the fourth branch, and 

Tyrannical Ambition’s fourth branch was considered a top tier guild in the view of Heavenly Domain 

players. It couldn’t be compared with guilds created by normal players. The only guilds that were 

stronger would be the main guilds of the different Clubs. A top Knight of such a guild in the Heavenly 

Domain was very impressive. 

“Oh.” The guild leader was unsure as to how to react towards Happy Sheep’s high appraisal. “Is he still 

on?” 

“He’s offline.” Happy Sheep replied. 

“Then let’s talk about it tomorrow!” The guild leader spoke. 

Ye Xiu slept very late that night, but he didn’t get up too late in the morning. He met Chen Guo when he 

woke up, who instantly asked about yesterday’s final result. 

“Cleared!” Ye Xiu said.. 

“How did those guys act afterwards?” Chen Guo asked. 

“Probably kneeling on all fours out of admiration?” Ye Xiu guessed. 

“......” 

After breakfast, they headed to the private room to game. When Unrivaled Super Hottie logged on, no 

one on his friends’ list was online. Happy Sheep’s team hadn’t slept all night yesterday, so they were still 

offline and had stopped work for the day. Ye Xiu logged onto his Unrivaled Super Hottie’s account, but 

he didn’t play on it. He found a computer besides Tang Rou and logged onto Lord Grim. “Are you just 

going to stand there and wait for your death!” Chen Guo was able to roughly guess Ye Xiu’s intention. If 

the two accounts were logged in at the same time, it would prevent people from associating Unrivaled 

Super Hottie with Ye Xiu! If this were in the past, no matter how good a player was in the game, no one 

would ever imagine this player would be a God. But now, a God mingling among them was not a secret 

anymore between the big guilds. Now that the major guilds had been tossed around multiple times, 

they had to be more cautious. Even though it wasn’t hard to log onto multiple accounts at the same 

time, it was necessary. It wouldn’t be too hard to connect the dots if two experts with supposedly no 

connection would, coincidentally, never appear online at the same time. 

After Chen Guo finished dumping Unrivaled Super Hottie in the Arena, she paid no more attention to 

him. She went over to ask what Ye Xiu was planning to do with Lord Grim. 



“Leveling up through dungeons!” As he spoke, Lord Grim had already logged online. He scanned his 

friends list and to his surprise, he found One Inch Ash online. Ye Xiu was about to message him, but One 

Inch Ash was already one step ahead: “Good morning, senior.” 

“Good morning, good morning, are you free?” Ye Xiu asked. Pro-gamers also had work to attend to. 

Even though he would also be playing, it was a different type of playing. Killing time in the game counted 

as being quite free. 

“Yes......” 

“Want to enter a dungeon?” Ye Xiu asked.“Sure!” Qiao Yifan wished to follow God and get some advice. 

Playing together was exactly what he wanted. 

“Do you want me to come along?” Chen Guo also responded to Ye Xiu’s “Leveling up through 

dungeons.” 

“Sure!” Ye XIu agreed. 

Upon hearing this, Chen Guo didn’t log into her tenth server account, but logged onto Chasing Haze 

instead. Ye Xiu invited her into the team and called for Qiao Yifan. He gave him a location and the three 

people went there to meet up. 

Level 55 was Heavenly Domain’s lowest-level dungeon, but it was definitely not beginner friendly like 

the beginner village in the normal servers. However, Chen Guo was on her Level 70 main account and 

there were two pro level players. It went without saying that the three could easily complete a small 

five-man dungeon. 

Chasing Haze had strong equipment, so she naturally became the main DPS unit. Qiao Yifan’s One Inch 

Ash assisted Chasing Haze, while he paid attention to controlling the battlefield. Ye Xiu’s Lord Grim, on 

the other hand, ran back and forth like a fireman, doing everything. As the three people worked 

together, they advanced through the dungeon fairly quickly. Chasing Haze was more than capable of 

soloing this Level 55 five man dungeon. It goes without saying what would happen with the addition of 

two experts helping her. 

“How is it? What knowledge have you recently gained as a Phantom Demon?” The dungeon wasn’t 

difficult, so Ye Xiu started a conversation with Qiao Yifan. 

Wasn’t this why he was following Ye Xiu? He instantly reported to Ye Xiu about what he had 

experienced for Ye Xiu to advise him on. 

Ye Xiu gave him some tips, while letting Qiao Yifan experiment on the dungeon’s mobs. Even though 

Lord Grim could only use Sword Formation, he could still demonstrate it. 

“Good good, not bad, not bad.” Ye Xiu watched Qiao Yifan’s performance and complimented him. 

“That’s the general idea. However these dungeon mobs are brain-dead. In a real competition setting, it 

will definitely not be as easy as it is now. The NPC doesn’t know your intentions, so they can easily be 

manipulated by you. However, it’s different with players. They can predict your intentions and will 

naturally try to interfere. They might even beat you at your own game. Therefore, your thoughts must 

not be set by this training. The changes that occur in competitive matches are always more than you can 

ever imagine.” 



“I understand.” Qiao Yifan responded. 

As a result, the trio continued to clear the dungeon until they couldn’t anymore. All the questions Qiao 

Yifan had piled up were all answered. Also, it was obvious that he didn’t just leave the questions there 

to wait for Ye Xiu to answer. He always had his own thoughts too like a pro. Qiao Yifan was unlike Tang 

Rou or Steamed Bun Invasion who needed Ye Xiu to specifically guide them every step along the way. 

Sometimes, Ye Xiu only needed to say a few words and Qiao Yifan would be able to locate the problems. 

In fact, Ye Xiu didn’t teach him much on the mechanical side. Ye Xiu mostly taught him his own 

experiences and have Qiao Yifan learn about them. Experience couldn’t be gained through just through 

talking about it, but this method would tell him what to be aware of, so when Qiao Yifan experiences 

these circumstances himself, he’ll have an idea of what to do. 

The morning passed like this. Qiao Yifan obviously couldn’t play forever. He had to log off in the 

afternoon. After Ye Xiu returned from lunch, he continued to use Lord Grim, until Chen Guo noticed that 

someone had messaged Unrivaled Super Hottie. She called out to Ye Xiu, who decisively dumped Lord 

Grim aside and sped to her side. 

“Hey, what do I do with this?” Lord Grim was in middle of a dungeon, but was then just thrown to the 

side. 

“Just leave him! I can continue afterwards.” Ye Xiu said. 

Heavenly Domain’s second safe place: the dungeon. 

“Then I’ll just leave him here.” Chen Guo spoke as she logged off Chasing Haze. If she logged on again, 

she would appear in the same place in the dungeon. If a player entered a dungeon, there were no other 

way to leave apart from dying or clearing the dungeon. 

As for Unrivaled Super Hottie, he received a message from Happy Sheep. Ye Xiu looked and saw that 

Happy Sheep was asking where he was. 

“Mist Earth CIty。” Ye Xiu replied. 

“Okay. Our guild’s boss would like to meet you!” Happy Sheep replied afterwards.“Where?” Ye Xiu 

asked. 

“We’re at Luxuriant Mountain City.” Happy Sheep said. 

“Ok, I’ll come over.” Ye Xiu replied and had Unrivaled Super Hottie leave the Arena. Luxuriant Mountain 

City was also a Level 70 city. It shared a teleportation array with Mist Earth City, so it saved a lot of 

trouble traveling there. 

After being transported to Luxuriant Mountain City and asking Happy Sheep for his location, he saw a 

team of players bearing the Tyrannical Ambition fourth branch title. Happy Sheep was among them. 

When he saw Unrivaled Super Hottie coming over, he hurriedly called out. After coming to the front, Ye 

Xiu scanned the team of people’s sparkling equipment. With just a glance, he instantly knew that these 

players were not like Happy Sheep’s group who aimed for moderately difficult dungeons. These people 

were probably the elite members of Tyrannical Ambition’s fourth guild. 



“Loyal Hear, Flight, Burning Mountain......” Chen Guo clicked her tongue as she watched Ye Xiu’s screen, 

already sighing. 

“Oh? You know them?” Ye Xiu asked. 

“All of them. They belong to Tyrannical Ambition!” Chen Guo spoke. She originated from 

Excellent Dynasty and Tyrannical Ambition was their sworn enemy. Wasn’t there a saying? The people 

who understood you the most were your enemies. 

“Woah！It’s Wandering Peak” When Ye Xiu tilted his camera, it caused Chen Guo to see another person, 

which made Chen Guo exclaim. 

“Huh? Who’s that?” Ye Xiu looked at an Elementalist. 

“You don’t even know him? He’s the guild leader of Tyrannical Ambition!!” Chen Guo spoke. 

“Oh......” Ye Xiu paused. “How incredible! I’m only familiar with the tenth server guild leader.” 

Chapter 579 - Starting at the Top 

Wandering Peak was Jiang You’s main account in the Heavenly Domain and Tyrannical Ambition’s guild 

leader. Ye Xiu had interacted with him in the tenth server before, but he hadn’t really cared. In his eyes, 

there was no difference between Cold Night or Jiang You. 

A famous name like Wandering Peak didn’t need any tags next to his name. For Glory’s players, in terms 

of reputation, the guild leaders of these top-tier guilds weren’t any less renowned than pro players. All 

of them could be considered public figures. Wandering Peak didn’t need a “Guild Leader” tag for people 

to recognize him. 

As Ye Xiu moved Unrivaled Super Hottie forward, Happy Sheep introduced who was who. Besides their 

IDs, Happy Sheep also told him their titles in the guild. It’s like how in real life, whenever people 

introduce someone else, people always tells others about that someone else’s job. However, several of 

the titles sounded kind of funny to Ye Xiu. For example, Tyrannical Ambition fourth branch’s number 

one Knight and so on. There were just too many adjectives attached to the title. However, none of the 

adjectives could be removed. Get rid of Tyrannical Ambition? Then, the title wouldn’t seem very 

impressive. Get rid of fourth branch? It wouldn’t be the truth...... 

“Oh oh oh oh oh......” 

Ye Xiu responded with an “Oh”, after each player’s introduction. After the introductions were finished, 

he concluded: “Hi, everyone.” 

With Jiang You’s status, his character’s equipment was naturally top tier. Equipment was a symbol of 

status. Whether it was Tyrannical Ambition’s great guild leader or the branch guild’s number one Knight, 

if they walked out with Unrivaled Super Hottie’s equipment, it would practically be the same as walking 

out naked. No one would take their title seriously. 

“Unrivaled Super Hottie? What an interesting name. Speaking of your name, I once knew someone 

called Unrivaled Silence, but I haven’t seen him in a long time. It seems like he really did go silent.” The 



first person to speak was Tyrannical Ambition fourth branch’s number one Knight, Flight. It sounded like 

a joke, but it clearly showed his hostility towards Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

This wasn’t unexpected. Very few players were as kind as Seven Blossom Leaves. Online games were 

competitive in nature. 

In the normal servers, everyone compared their levels to other players. In the Heavenly Domain, 

everyone was max level, so they compared their equipment, stats, skill level, experience, dungeon 

progress, Arena record, and so on. Anything could be compared would be compared. The competitive 

environment didn’t differ from real life too much. Very few were willing to admit their inferiority. 

Like Flight, Seven Blossom Leaves, or even Crispy Bean. They were their team’s number one Knight. 

Relatively speaking, they were at the top of their respective teams. Honest and kind players like Seven 

Blossom Leaves were the exception. Most players were like Crispy Bean, who looked down on experts of 

the same class. 

However, everyone showed off their feelings in different ways. Crispy Bean was more childish. Flight 

handled things more maturely. He clearly knew that Unrivaled Super Hottie was someone the guild 

leader wanted to rope into the guild. Moreover, the guild leader personally came over to invite him, 

showing the importance of this matter. If he made things too difficult for Unrivaled Super Hottie, he 

wouldn’t be giving face to the guild leader. 

The enormous guild had an almost corporation-like management. The higher a guild member’s status, 

the more the guild member wouldn’t be able to look at things purely from a gaming perspective. A lot of 

matters had to be handled responsibly. Guild leaders weren’t mothers to the guild members. Even 

though they often acted like one, everyone knew how much power these guild leaders possessed. 

“Unrivaled Silence? What class?” 

Ye Xiu responded to Flight’s words. 

“Class? It’s been too long. I forgot.” Despite being startled, Flight responded quite calmly. 

“Oh, is that so!” Ye Xiu said and even added a “Ha ha” emoticon. 

Flight suddenly felt dejected. Unrivaled Silence? He didn’t know anyone like that. He just saw Unrivaled 

Super Hottie’s name and then fabricated a person to mock the other side’s arrogance. But then the 

other side asked for this imaginary person’s class and he couldn’t give an answer. The “Ha ha” emoticon 

seemed to be laughing at him. 

“I’ve heard how skilled you are. Today, I’ve finally gotten to see it.” Happy Sheep did the introductions. 

Flight opened up the meeting. Now, it was Jiang You’s turn to speak up. The fourth branch’s guild leader 

didn’t get a chance to talk though. This simple exchange showed the complexity of the relationships 

between guild members. 

“Ha ha, the rumors are true.” 

“Of course, of course.” 

Normal people would hear his arrogance and explode in anger. Jiang You didn’t have the best temper 

either, so it made Flight quite puzzled, when he saw how friendly Jiang You was being. Even though he 



wasn’t a part of the main guild, he still had some understanding of the overall guild leader. Jiang You 

wasn’t as cold and strict as Hang Wenqing, but he still leaned towards that side. Flight had never heard 

of him being so friendly before. What was going on today? 

Someone’s personality couldn’t suddenly change in an instant, which meant the reason lay with 

Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

Was he really that good? 

Flight muttered to himself. He didn’t look down on Unrivaled Super Hottie because of his equipment. 

After all, equipment was external. If his skill was truly up to mark, then his equipment would 

immediately be switched with equipment that might even be good as his own. 

Seeing the overall guild leader’s attitude, Flight felt a bit of regret towards his initial remarks. 

Speaking of which, it didn’t matter who this person was. What was the point in competing with him? 

Today was a rare opportunity to interact with the main guild leader. It was more important to show his 

worth. 

Flight had his own plans. 

Even though their branch guilds were also a part of Tyrannical Ambition in name, in everyone else’s 

eyes, the main guild was the true guild. The branch guild players all hoped to enter the main guild. 

The main guild had obviously reached its max capacity a long time ago. According to the guild’s rules, 

the guild wouldn’t kick someone out for no reason. But everyone knew that the rules weren’t rigid. If a 

truly outstanding expert came, the main guild would certainly find some way to get someone out of the 

guild. As for Flight? He didn’t think being the fourth branch’s number one Knight was good enough. 

Speaking of this, he hated how others always added “fourth branch” after “Tyrannical Ambition”, when 

being introduced. He felt like these two added words made it sound like a joke. 

He hoped to get rid of these two words! The only way to do it was obviously to join the main guild. 

This was why enough he hoped his strength would be enough to garner the attention of someone with 

power in the main guild. Unfortunately, he had held the title of number one Knight in the fourth branch 

for a long time, but the main guild hadn’t given him any offers. Today, the overall guild leader had 

personally come, making Flight feel like it was a good opportunity to display his value. However, the 

reason for the personal visit was because of another Knight. Flight couldn’t help but feel jealous, so he 

intentionally showed hostility towards Unrivaled Super Hottie. If Unrivaled Super Hottie was truly 

acknowledged by the overall guild leader, then didn’t that mean he would directly enter the main guild? 

He needed to perform better than him! 

Flight had made the decision a long time ago, but now that he was reflecting on his previous actions, 

using words to compete against him felt somewhat childish. He immediately criticized himself. He 

already knew what he needed to do today. He needed to show that his skill surpassed Unrivaled Super 

Hottie’s. That was the only true way. A word battle was pointless. 

Flight arranged his plan, while Jiang You and the others told him their purpose in coming here. 

“A wild boss?” Ye Xiu stared blankly. 



“No way?!” Even Chen Guo was astonished. It might be a game, but wasn’t this spying progressing too 

quickly? Other spies took three years and then another three years to get this far, but Unrivaled Super 

Hottie had only just joined a small support guild only two days ago and he was already going to join the 

elites in a fight for a wild boss? 

Normal guilds didn’t pay too much attention to the rules. Experts would immediately be put into the top 

team, but for a Club guild with such a complicated competitive environment? Wild bosses were very 

important and dangerous matters. If there was a spy from another guild, it would be disastrous. 

Strategies, plans, and so on would be sold out by the spy. It would be impossible to steal the boss if that 

happened. 

“Yes, Sword Peak Ravine’s Blade Master Lan Rui has spawned. Our people are already heading over. 

We’re going over to support them. You just happen to be online. Why not come with us?” Jiang You 

said. 

“Sure!” Ye Xiu happily accepted. 

“Good. Brother, your equipment.......” Jiang You looked at him and had to say it: “Brother, you can’t join 

our guild yet, so I can’t give you contribution points to use. You’ll just have to make do with this for 

now!” 

Jiang You had clearly been prepared. If not, why would an Elementalist carry a full set of Knight 

equipment? 

Ye Xiu wasn’t polite and accepted the trade from Wandering Peak. It was a complete set from 

accessories to weapons. It was far better than his current equipment. For a normal player, his 

equipment went up to grades. It was enough to feel moves. As a result, Ye Xiu expressed his thanks and 

quickly put them on. Then, he requested for a trade with Wandering Peak and offered his trash 

equipment: “I’ll have to trouble you to donate these equipment for me. Ha ha ha ha ha.” Ye Xiu said. 

“Ah...... this.....” Jiang You was sweating! He was an Elementalist. With his Strength, carrying a Knight’s 

armor, weapon, and shield would definitely impact his movement heavily. The equipment he had 

brought with him were for Unrivaled Super Hottie. Now the other side was giving him back equipment. 

It wouldn’t be good to carry it in an intense battle. 

But the other side said he was donating it to the guild. How could he refuse? It wouldn’t be appropriate 

to say “You can keep it.” With new improved equipment, why would he keep his old trash? Most players 

would donate their old equipment to the guild. Unrivaled Super Hottie’s actions weren’t weird. It was 

just that this guy was telling him to donate it for him, leaving Jiang You at a loss for what to do. 

Chapter 580 - On Equal Footing 

It wouldn’t be good to accept the equipment, but it also wouldn’t be good to refuse the equipment. 

These situations were a test of the perceptiveness of his subordinates. Sure enough, the fourth branch 

guild leader wasn’t just a guild leader in name. He had heard their conversation and immediately 

interjected: “I should probably be the one to donate the equipment! After all, you’re still a part of the 

fourth branch!” 



The awkwardness was easily resolved. Even Flight felt happy. When he heard that Unrivaled Super 

Hottie was still a part of the fourth branch, how could he not be happy? Entering the main guild was his 

goal. At this moment, his competitor was Unrivaled Super Hottie. He didn’t want to be beat by his 

competitor. 

Soon afterwards, Jiang You parroted the fourth branch guild leader’s words and cancelled the trade. The 

fourth branch guild leader traded with Unrivaled Super Hottie and received the trash equipment full of 

tears. He was a Berserker, a physical class. Carrying a set of equipment wouldn’t affect his movements 

as much as an Elementalist. His movements would still be affected, but he had to take the burden at this 

moment. 

“There’s no time to lose. Let’s go.” Jiang You said. 

Everyone said okay. All of them were elite core members of the guild. The elite core members in the 

main guild were closer to Jiang You and seemed like good friends of his. But for the fourth branch guild 

players, their relationship with Jiang You wasn’t as close and they seemed more like underlings. 

Jiang You’s Wandering Peak led the way. Not a single player moved ahead of him. The group of players 

followed after Wandering Peak and quickly left Luxuriant Mountain City. 

Luxuriant Mountain City was a city on the mountains. After leaving the city, it would be similar to going 

down a mountain. Sword Peak Ravine, where the wild boss was located, happened to be the 

neighboring Level 70 area. 

Sword Peak’s Blade Master Lan Rui was a drifter. Consistent with a boss’s style, even though he was a 

Blade Master in name, his skill set wasn’t as simple as just a Blade Master’s skill set. Lan Rui mainly used 

Blade Master skills, but he could use skills from the other three Swordsman classes as support. Besides 

that, he could also use a few Striker moves and a few Grappler throwing skills. 

The more skills a boss possessed, the harder the boss. A boss’s difficulty wasn’t simply determined by its 

health, defense, or attack. A boss’s complicated move set and excellent AI made a boss less predictable 

and harder to deal with. 

Level 70 wild bosses were the hardest bosses in Glory. Their settings were naturally at their highest. The 

Level 70 cap had been added to the game for three years already. Even so, up until now, no one had 

figured out the system’s AI for Level 70 wild bosses in the Heavenly Domain. 

Wild bosses only spawned 52 times in a year and there were always huge crowds of players fighting over 

them. It wasn’t possible to do any tests on them. In addition, these wild bosses had numerous skills 

available to use, making it nearly impossible for players to determine any patterns from one. 

At this point, players had figured out the skills for each boss and how to suppress them. There were a 

few guides out there, but these guides were very theoretical and lacked practicality. Level 70 wild bosses 

were the targets of the all the top guilds and most of the fighting revolved around the players. Under 

these circumstances, what was the point of a guide? 

Level 70 wild bosses were absolutely events that the guild leaders of the Club guilds personally led. 

However, just a team from a branch guild wouldn’t be enough. For this type of difficult war, the main 



force would be comprised of the elite guild members. The only reason that Jiang You’s Wandering Peak 

even came here was because of Unrivaled Super Hottie. 

When they arrived at Sword Peak Ravine, the team didn’t stop for a break and continued running 

towards a certain direction. Leveling areas naturally had a lot of small monsters scattered around, but 

for these elite guild members, they were familiar with all the major areas in the Heavenly Domain. These 

monsters wouldn’t obstruct them. After going deep into Sword Peak Ravine, the team joined together 

with Tyrannical Ambition’s main force. Chen Guo looked at Ye Xiu’s screen and swept across all of the 

IDs lined up. Nearly all of them had some reputation in the Heavenly Domain. She clearly knew that 

these players were all a part of the upper class in Glory. She had been with Excellent Era for so many 

years, yet she had never been able to join their circle. Ye Xiu and his Unrivaled Super Hottie hadn’t even 

been in the guild for two days yet and he was already a member. Chen Guo couldn’t help but feel 

somewhat upset. 

Apart from the elites of the main guild, all of the branch guilds had a team too for a total of around two 

hundred players. The main guild was the main force, while the branch guilds were for support. 

Tyrannical Ambition was only a part of the forces in the Ravine. Ye Xiu had Unrivaled Super Hottie look 

around and quickly saw two other guilds in formation. 

Hundred Blossom Valley, Samsara. 

Samsara again. Ye Xiu noted. Samsara’s momentum in the competitive scene was growing. In the game, 

their guild was also making movements everywhere. They almost always participated in every event 

possible. It was the bearing of a top guild. Hundred Blossom Valley was a bit weaker, but a Level 70 wild 

boss couldn’t be missed. Even if they were slightly weaker, it didn’t mean they had no chance. Wild 

bosses hadn’t gone to the point where the old titans had a completely monopoly over them. 

The forces from these two guilds were also led by their guild leaders. 

Hundred Blossom Valley’s Blooming Blossom and Samsara’s Three Realms Six Paths were both standing 

next to their forces. Along with Tyrannical Ambition, the three forces stood as three competing rivals. At 

this moment, Jiang You’s Wandering Peak arrived at the scene. Tyrannical Ambition’s players naturally 

gave a greeting and Wandering Peak went forward to stand. The heads of these top guilds began glaring 

at one another. Afterwards, Blooming Blossom and Three Realms Six Paths, along with everyone else, 

turned their attention to the person next to Wandering Peak. 

Unrivaled Super Hottie. What an eye-catching name. At this moment, he stood casually next to 

Wandering Peak. 

The three guilds showed good sense. In order to let their guild leader stand out, the rest of the troops 

stood behind the guild leader. But someone unexpectedly had no eyes and stood alongside Wandering 

Peak. He didn’t have any guild tag next to his name and his name was so arrogant too....... 

Ye Xiu’s Unrivaled Super Hottie only needed to stand there in order to instantly capture everyone’s 

attention. 

The Ravine was completely silent. Only the faint noise of grinding could be heard among Tyrannical 

Ambition’s players. 



Flight felt regretful! With all of these heroes of Tyrannical Ambition in front of him, his title of the 

number one Knight in the fourth branch felt worthless. Even the fourth branch guild leader probably 

didn’t have a higher status than these elites from the main guild. In the end, Flight and the other branch 

members stood at the back. But this Unrivaled Super Hottie actually followed Wandering Peak to the 

front and even became the focus of everyone’s attention. Flight didn’t feel good! For one, this guy was 

such a disgrace. At the same time, he also felt a bit jealous. However, Flight knew very well that he 

would never have the courage to just casually stand alongside the guild leader. 

“Who’s this idiot?” Tyrannical Ambition’s players held themselves back, but the players from the other 

two guilds were already laughing in ridicule. They spoke in very loud voices, so the other side could hear 

them. 

Unrivaled Super Hottie was perfectly composed. He ignored all of the insults and went straight to the 

main subject: “Where’s the boss?” His words switched the topic to a very sensitive subject. 

The two guild leaders naturally had to appear calm, but they couldn’t help but feel somewhat uneasy 

seeing this guy standing with Wandering Peak, 

To put it plainly, no one in the game besides another Club guild leader could stand on equal footing with 

a Club guild leader. Could this person be a pro player from Tyrannical Ambition? 

Zheng Chenfeng? 

The two guild leader immediately made a guess. Zheng Chengfeng was a Knight pro player from 

Tyranny. His character was called Mountain Split and he could be considered a top player, who was a 

part of the main roster. Even though he wasn’t a God, he was more than good enough for players in the 

game to worship him. 

“Who is this?” The two guild leaders hesitated. The first to speak was Three Realms Six Paths. 

Unrivaled Super Hottie actually walked up with him. Even Jiang You jumped up in fright. He had walked 

up loftily to the other two guild leaders, showing his imposing manner as a guild leader. He really hadn’t 

noticed someone was next to him....... 

Now that the other side suddenly asked him a question, Jiang You didn’t know how to respond. What 

should he say? He found an expert? The problem was that he hadn’t personally seen his skill before. 

What type of entity was Tyrannical Ambition? No matter how great of an expert one might be, one still 

wouldn’t qualify to stand on equal footing as him. If he really did say that, he would feel quite ashamed. 

For a moment, he didn’t know how to explain the situation. He truly wasn’t happy, seeing this guy next 

to him. Couldn’t you have given me a notice beforehand so I could prepare? Now you’ve put me on the 

spotlight with no explanation to give. He really hadn’t noticed that someone had been walking with him, 

but how could he say that? 

“Are you talking to me?” Unrivaled Super Hottie didn’t make him worry and replied: “I’m an expert 

passing by. It seemed like there was a lot of people here, so I came over to help out. Where’s the boss? 

Let’s hurry up and start! You’re all wasting time. What if another boss spawns?” 

His words hit the nail on the head. This was one issue among the guilds. Wild bosses didn’t spawn at a 

set time. They might not see a wild boss for one or two days. Sometimes, multiple wild bosses would 



spawn at the same time. The guilds all wanted the bosses for themselves. If multiple wild bosses 

spawned at the same time and they were too greedy, they might not even get one. But if they just 

focused on one, they felt too unwilling to part with the other ones. 

All of the guilds knew which bosses had spawned already this week and which ones hadn’t. Several of 

them hadn’t spawned yet, so it was possible that another could appear at any time. They had to hurry. 

His words weren’t wrong! But the problem was how did a random passerby get to say these words? 

But for the two opposing guild leaders, the situation had changed. This person was so calm and decisive. 

He covered up his identity very casually. Could he really be Zheng Chengfeng? 

 


